Application of XRF, XRD, thermal analysis, and voltammetric techniques to the study of ancient ceramics.
An in-depth chemical-analytical study has been performed on biscuit and mortar from 17th-18th century tiles from a mediaeval hermitage in the province of Valencia (Spain). Representative samples were chosen from the tile fragments available, using appearance, essentially color and consistency, as the criterion. The chemical composition was analyzed by X-ray fluorescence of the samples in the form of glass disks after a previous qualitative study to choose the standard materials for calibration and the experimental conditions used in the analysis. X-ray diffraction of the samples provided information about the mineralogical composition which was consistent with the firing of the original materials; it also gave information about the range of temperatures used in the firing. From thermal gravimetric analysis of the limestone, and from historical considerations, it was possible to deduce the raw materials used and their approximate composition in the tiles. In the same way it was possible to determine the nature of the mortars used to fix the tiles. Cyclic voltammetric study of the iron(II) and iron(III) system in the biscuit showed the simultaneous presence of both oxidation states, corroborating the results.